
 
Van Diemens Volleyball Club – 2015 Warrnambool Report 

 
 
On the 6th of March 2015 the Van Diemens Volleyball Club – Division 1 
Women’s team traveled to Victoria to compete in the 41st Annual Seaside 
Volleyball Tournament, held at Warrnambool over the long weekend of the 7th 
– 9th of March 2015. 
 
 
   Women’s Division 1:  

- Jackie Brown 
- Laura Coombe  
- Viivi Hokkinen 
- Triin Kuusk  
- Kaitlyn Palfrey 
- Erica Rice 

   Coach – Chris Rice 
 
 
Unfortunately, motherhood, knee surgery and an international wedding 
prevented the club from taking their full division 1 women’s squad to 
Warrnambool. However, this provided the perfect opportunity to extend an 
invitation to Triin (from Zuno) to travel interstate and play with our team. Triin 
playing in her first interstate tournament since moving to Australia finished 3rd 
in the Most Valuable Player count, only 2 votes behind the eventual winner. 
This was also the first interstate volleyball tournament for both Viivi and 
Jackie.  
 
Warrnambool is one of the longest-running and most prestigious volleyball 
competitions in Australia and saw in excess of 70 club teams from across 
most of the southern states. Teams competed in 8 divisions, 4 men’s divisions 
and 4 women’s divisions across 3 venues with over $7,000.00 in cash prizes 
and trophies to be won. 
 
In preparation for Warrnambool the team trained every Sunday for a month 
leading up to the tournament. As the team’s preparation was limited they also 
held a number of beach sessions and were also grateful to participate in a 
practice match against the Viking’s division 1 women’s team during their 
Saturday morning training session.  
 
In previous years the VDVC has entered teams in the women’s honours 
competition in 2008 and 2009 and the women’s division 1 competition in 2011 
and 2012. Despite the lack of preparation, after discussing the pros and cons, 
we nevertheless decided to enter honours in 2015.  
 
It was envisaged that although a medal would most likely be achieved in the 
divisions 1 women’s competition, that competing against interstate teams of a 
much higher standard than in Tasmania, while working on several aspects of 
their own game would be more beneficial to the team and individuals.  



  

 Results: 
 

 
Match 1 – 9.15am Saturday 7th March 2015 
 
Austral Phoenix (SA) def Van Diemens 2-1 (63:63) 25-17, 13-25, 25-21 
 
We were always going to start off slowly, playing at this level for the first time 
as a team and dealing with the nerves of competing at such a high standard. 
However, once we settled into the match, we quickly realised that we were 
going to be very competitive in this divisions.  
 
During the latter stages of the first set we were very competitive with Austral 
and we carried that momentum into the second set. Austral became 
complacent, after what they perhaps considered an easy first set, and we took 
advantage and completely dominated with very few unforced errors.  
 
Austral, were a very solid team – they eventually lost the Gold Medal match. 
They had a very skilled setter, two athletic outside hitters, a powerful opposite 
and an extremely tall middle player, who won just about every point she ran 
as a slide.  
 
It was certainly a challenge playing a team with so many strong attacking 
options. In the end of the third set, the variety and power of Austral’s attack 
proved to be too much for our defense. Their defence, led by their two outside 
hitters and libero was at times impenetrable to our attack. 
 

 
 
Match 2 – 11.45am Saturday 7th March 2015 
 
Van Diemens def. Vic Uni 2-1 (69:63) 21-25, 26-24, 22-14 
 
Unfortunately we began slowly in our second match, perhaps a luxury we can 
afford in Tasmania, but not at this level. Frustratingly their libero was a ball 
magnet and all our serves and attack seemed to gravitate towards her, not 
ideal when she was clearly an outstanding libero and she was passing to a 
setter who has played for Australia. Although we managed to get close at the 
business end of the first set, a couple missed serves and errant hits cost us 
the set.  



The disappointment of losing the first set seemed to hit our girls hard, as Vic 
Uni got away to an early lead in the second set. As a result they substituted a 
couple of their bench players onto the court. A quick change in our tactics and 
some excellent serving by the team saw Van Diemens claw their way back 
into the set and level the scores. Our opposition returned to their starting 6 but 
we continued to play with our increased intensity and stole the second set 
from them to send it to a third.  
 
Vic Uni, last year’s Victorian State League runner’s-up, were clearly shaken 
by the second set, as we came out of the blocks firing and ran away with a 
comfortable victory in the third set. Ultimately our defence worked extremely 
hard, especially in the frontcourt, and the pressure our blocks put on the 
aggressive attack of Vic Uni saw us get across the line.  
 

 
 
Match 3 – 7.15pm Saturday 7th March 2015 
 
Sth Cross Cobras (Vic) def. Van Diemens 2-0 (60:56) 27-25, 25-19, 8-12 
 
The intensity by our team in this match was a little flat compared to our two 
previous matches; the same could not be said for our opposition who were 
very boisterous and clearly benefited from a close relationship to the duty 
team. Without being disrespectful, the Cobras were a much shorter team than 
us, they didn’t rely on a quick attack and they weren’t overly powerful from the 
outside. However, they managed to play with very few unforced errors and 
unfortunately we could not say the same.  
 
After a scrappy first set, in comparison to our two previous matches, it was a 
number of ball handling errors, net/centre line violations and hitting errors that 



saw a set point slip away and the Cobras win the first. The frustration of our 
errant play, the vocal opposition and the perceived bias of the duty team were 
evident on our players. After another lengthy delay by the Cobras at the start 
of the second set our errors continued to amount and we never looked likely 
of winning the set. 
 
Perhaps after realising the match was lost our players began to relax, which 
resulted in a stronger start to the third set. We knew it would be difficult to win 
the 13 points required to claim a ‘set win’ before time expired, as the Cobras 
had yet again wasted a substantial amount of time between sets with incorrect 
rotations and with no penalty being applied.  
 
As in most interstate tournaments we compete in there seems to be a match 
that we should definitely win and unfortunately we do not. The girls would all 
agree after seeing the Cobras play earlier in the day that we should have won 
this match, but then again, funny things happen in sport. In future dealing with 
these expectations and the frustrations, which are out of our control, will be 
key. 
 

 
 
Match 4 – 1.00pm Sunday 8th March 2015 
 
Renegades (Vic) def. Van Diemens 2-1 (71:67) 24-26, 28-26, 19-15 
 
This match was perhaps our strongest of the tournament and with so much on 
the line it needed to be. If we won 3-0 we would have been guaranteed a spot 
in the top four, a 2-0 or 2-1 victory would have seen a count back for a top 
four finish and a loss would end our chances of making the semifinals.  
 



Another nervous start to the Van Diemens ladies, understandably, they knew 
what a win would mean. Our tactics for this match were very simple, to focus 
our defence on the Renegade’s two big outside hitters and attempt to shut 
down their dominant back row attack. It took us a little while to adjust to their 
speed and power but once we did we clawed our way back into the first set, 
saved 4 set points and eventually won the set with an ace.  
 
A change to the Renegades line-up in the second set saw one of their tall 
outside players set from the back-court and attack from position 2 in the front 
court. Fortunately we were up to the task and the highly competitive 
exchanges continued to cross the net. There were minimal hitting errors and 
amazing defence from both teams created a lot of excellent rallies, as 
expected with a spot in the semifinals up for grabs. Unfortunately for our team 
the pressure of the Renegades defence was too great and saw a couple 
match points disappear before a Van Diemens’ error saw the Renegades 
level the match at a set a piece.  
 
As expected in the third set the intensity continued to increase from both 
teams and the score was neck and neck passing the crucial 13-point mark of 
the deciding set. Ultimately a late service run by the Renegades saw them 
surge ahead in the dying minutes before the timer sounded and with that a 
spot in the finals had disappeared. 
 
Interestingly, Renegades managed to scrape through to the final four on 
percentage alone, finishing second in Pool B. They won their semifinal against 
the undefeated Yarra Ranges from Pool A and eventually won the Gold Medal 
match against Austral in 5 sets.  
 

 
 



Match 5 – 8.30pm Sunday 9th March 2015 
 
Van Diemens def. South Adelaide 2-1 (71:65) 25-22, 22-25, 24-18 
 
The team had nothing to lose in our final match of the tournament and they 
began the match with the confidence they would win, something that was not 
always present in their previous matches. Despite the close score line Van 
Diemens controlled the first set and winning it never really looked in doubt. 
 
After an intense tournament to date the physical and mental toll on the six 
Van Diemens’ players was beginning to show in the second set. With no 
bench to work with it really had been quite a taxing weekend for everyone on 
the court. With 5 of the 6 players carrying some form of injury or impairment a 
lack of concentration saw the second set slip through their fingers with a 
number of uncharacteristic errors.  
 
Nevertheless the team was determined to finish on a high and after an initial 
early tussle with the young South Adelaide team at the beginning of the third 
set the Van Diemens stormed home to victory in their last match of the 
tournament.  
 

 
 
   

 Playing Opportunities: 
 

 
The Van Diemens women’s team was grateful to have entered the honours 
competition and to have competed against not only some amazing athletes, 
but also some amazing teams. A couple of points here or there and they could 
have been amongst the medals. As always we seem to have been in the 
tougher pool, with very narrow losses to the eventual gold and silver 
medalists.  
 
An indication of just how close the women’s honours competition was, and 
how competitive the VDVC were in this division, is highlighted by the fact that 
during our five matches the largest points margin was 6 points, in our favour. 
The points margin was less than 4 in all three of our defeats. It really goes to 
show, it doesn’t matter how many points you win, but which points you win. 
 



 

 Coaching/Refereeing Opportunities: 
 

 
Personally as a Coach, the value of competing at this or any other interstate 
tournament is invaluable. To be exposed to a multitude of varying offensive 
and defensive tactics from teams with differing skill sets to those in Tasmania 
is not only important for your development as a coach, but the development of 
your athletes. 
 
It was rewarding and challenging to be put under pressure from the higher 
standard of competition and the tactics of teams and coaches that are 
unknown. Whilst at the same time it was quite demanding to coach my own 
athletes at this level and to try and encourage them and motivate them to 
succeed, especially given our limitation from the bench and with rotations.  
 
With regard to conducting duty, we once again found that we (in Tasmania) 
apply the rules a lot harsher than it would seem other states do, in particularly 
the double contact rule. Having said that, on one occasion a certain top ref 
from Van Diemens, who will remain unnamed, might not have been watching 
the match when a double contact was committed and the entire crowd yelled 
‘double’ at the top of their lungs. 
 
The Van Diemens Volleyball Club – Division 1 Women’s team will need to 
train harder and better in the future if they wish to take that next step and win 
a medal in honours at an interstate tournament, but they look forward to the 
challenge. The team would like to thank Volleyball Tasmania Inc. for their 
wonderful support, both financially and in person. Without this support the 
team could not compete with the best teams in the country and represent 
Tasmanian volleyball on the big stage.  
 
Chris Rice 
on behalf of the VDVC Div1 Women.  

 


